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  .... enabling distributed manufacturing 

 
Safer, Greener, Faster and Cheaper 

Manufacturing improvement is now a key area for companies, as they seek to 
reduce costs and increase their flexibility to respond to changing market needs. 
 
NiTech’s DN15 range is designed for today’s manufacturing challenges. 
 
The DN15 continuous crystallisers and reactors are 
portable, modular and easily scalable. 
 
They enable companies to reduce cost and improve 
product quality and safety. 
 
They also improve process sustainability by reducing 
energy usage and waste. 
 

 
The DN15 continuous crystallisers and reactors can handle a wide range of 
chemistries, and can be used across industry sectors.  
 
Several major companies have already chosen DN15 laboratory-scale 
equipment to help them remain competitive in today’s fast-changing markets. 
 
 
Choose from a range of models to suit your needs: 
   
DN15 Lite 1.25 litres        from £45,000 

DN15 Standard 2.5 litres       from £70,000 

DN15 Plus 3.5 litres       from £90,000 

DN15 HP 3.5 litres     price on application 
(high pressure and flame-proof) 
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Our partners can help you discover the benefits of the 

DN15 continuous crystallisers and reactors 
 

Trial the DN15 reactors and crystallisers at one of 
our European partner laboratories –  

 SP Process Development in Stockholm, Sweden 
 MEPI (La Maison Européenne Des Procédés 

Innovants) in Toulouse, France. 

 
They can undertake feasibility studies on your 
chemistries, and provide proof-of-concept for a 
fixed fee.                                                                            Ready to help – the SP team in Sweden .... 

       
You will rapidly obtain the key information you need on a cost-effective basis.  
 
SP and MEPI can also undertake more detailed investigation work as required.                       

 

              DN15 MAJOR FEATURES 

     Laminar Plug Flow                           
     Uniform solids size                           
     Linear scale-up                 
     Fast reaction times                
     Consistent product quality     
     Flexible/adaptable configuration  

                        ..... and the MEPI team in France 

Our partners have the know-how to ensure a successful project.   
 
They are an ideal way for you to confirm the ability of NiTech’s DN15 
technology to deliver major benefits for your own specific processes. 
 
 

NiTech’s DN15 continuous crystallisers and reactors are the Safer, Greener, 
Faster and Cheaper solution for today’s manufacturing challenges 
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